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Abstract

Welfare gains from trade are reduced by adjustment costs associated with factor reallocation, but most studies of the effects of trade on labor markets focus only on net employment change. This paper takes a step toward identifying trade-related adjustment costs by estimating the effects of real exchange rates on labor reallocation using a new model of gross job creation and destruction applied to detailed U.S. manufacturing industries between 1973 and 1993. Trend real exchange rates significantly affect job reallocation but not net employment. Cyclical real exchange rates significantly affect net employment through job destruction only.
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1. Introduction

Welfare gains from international trade are obtained through the reallocation of resources to their most productive uses. Reallocation is not costless, however, and a full understanding of the overall impact of trade must consider both efficiency benefits and adjustment costs. Indeed, much of the debate over the net benefits of openness to international trade concerns the size of these adjustment costs, especially those arising from changes in employment and wages.
One source of internationally generated labor market adjustment costs is movements in real exchange rates. Real exchange rates influence employment within and between industries for two reasons. First, real exchange rates exhibit large swings that significantly alter the relative prices of internationally traded goods. Second, movements in bilateral real exchange rates generate a wide range of responses within traded-goods industries because trade patterns differ markedly across industries. In addition, firms’ exposure to international competition varies widely, even within narrowly defined industries (see Bernard and Jensen, 1995).

Most prior attempts to quantify trade-related adjustment costs in labor markets have focused on the response of total manufacturing employment to changes in international factors, such as the real exchange rate or trade agreements (tariffs, quotas, etc.). These studies typically find that manufacturing employment declines in response to an appreciation of the real exchange rate, and these employment declines are viewed as one facet of adjustment costs.

However, the response of total employment to real exchange rate movements significantly understates the full magnitude of labor reallocation. Total manufacturing (or industry-level) employment represents the net result of gross job creation—total employment gains in expanding establishments—and gross job destruction—total employment losses in contracting establishments—occurring in the economy. Gross reallocation of jobs across production sites is the sum of gross job creation and destruction occurring simultaneously, even within detailed industries. Davis et al. (1996) report that average U.S. manufacturing net employment growth is only about −1 percent per year whereas job reallocation is about 19 percent per year.

These facts highlight the importance of gross job flows. This paper studies the impact of real exchange rate movements on gross job flows. We present a model of industry-level employment dynamics characterized by simultaneous job creation and destruction at heterogeneous firms. We then estimate econometric models that quantify the impact of industry real exchange rates on gross job flows at the 4-digit SIC level in U.S. manufacturing for 1974–1993.

We find strong evidence that movements in real exchange rates significantly affect gross job flows in U.S. manufacturing. Our results are most striking when we decompose movements in real exchange rates into trend and cyclical components. Movements in trend real exchange rates significantly affect both job creation and destruction in the same direction by similar magnitudes, thus they

---


2The focus on manufacturing is motivated primarily by data availability, but manufacturing continues to account for the bulk of total U.S. trade (export plus imports). Contrary to the conventional view that manufacturing is declining rapidly in importance, manufacturing’s share of total trade was relatively steady during our sample: 0.81 in 1975, 0.79 in 1985, and 0.78 in 1995 (see Table B-104 in the Economic Report of the President, February 2000, p. 426.).
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